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Initial Distribution of New Asset Value

This asset  value is created by introducing scarcity (limiting 
use) on a resource that was previously available for free, as 
part of the global commons

� Rate approach implicitly assigns ERC credits 
(MWhs) to production

� Mass approach explicitly leaves the assignment 
of allowances (tons) up to the state



How can this decision get made?

Process can triumph over politics

• Recognize this decision assigns substantial value, and is a policy choice.

• States are already doing engagement. 

Getting to Yes

• Start the process with identification of interests rather than positions.

Success in other venues

• Stakeholder engagement was valuable

• Progress in other venues (RGGI, California) began by identifying criteria:

o transparency, perceived fairness, procedural fairness, efficiency, electricity 
prices, keeping value in the sector, keeping value in the state, marshaling 
resources for energy development in the state, compensation and other 
considerations



What Frames the Choice?

• Does value remain in electricity sector (not a tax)?

• Initial distribution of allowances is distributing value

o Most of that value is paid for by consumers!

• Distribution can provide compensation or meet other goals

o Compensation: to consumers or incumbent generators?

o Goals: Reinforcing program goals or enabling transitions in the 
electricity sector?

• All options are on the table.  CPP leaves decision to states. A 
state’s plan must demonstrate that its approach does not 
create an incentive for utilization of new (uncovered) sources

• EPA’s model rule offers a “presumptively approvable” approach 
using updated output based allocation
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A General Perspective

The Primary Choice:  Backward or Forward Looking?

� My view: The primary choice is not “auction or free”,… but 

whether distribution is based on historic or updated 

information.

1. Backward looking allocation to incumbents (historic 

grandfathering)

(SO2, most NOx, EU ETS Phase 1 & 2) 

2. Forward looking allocation (updating), or auction

(some NOx, EU ETS Phase 3, RGGI, California, Quebec)



CPP is, or can be, part of a broader process

Where does the state want to go? 

How will the state transform its energy industries?



Allocation represents substantial value

A backward looking approach (historic grandfathering) is based on past 

activity and provides weaker incentives for investments

Forward looking allocation (updating, some uses of auction revenue) 

provides incentives for current and future activity



Second Order Aspects of the Allocation Decision

• Initial distribution of allowances: Free or payment?

o If free, three options: 

− Grandfathering (output based allocation) to emitters

− Updating (output based allocation) to generators

− Consumers to local distribution companies - LDCs

• Free implies compensation.  To whom?

o Significant interaction with regulatory structure



• Grandfathered allowances are given to historic 

emitters. Classically allocation is fixed for all time.

• In competitive power markets, producers bid the 

opportunity cost of allowances, so allowance costs are 

passed on to consumers (P↑). Windfall profit goes to 

shareholders at the expense of consumers.

• In regulated power markets, allowance value accrues to 

the rate base, to the benefit of consumers.

• New producers receive no allocation.

Effect of grandfathering, in particular, interacts with 
state regulatory structure
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• Characterized largely as bilateral market.

• Wholesale prices rise reflecting allowance cost. Retail 

prices and customers benefit from allowance value.

• If adopted regionally, states with minimal fossil 

generation would see retail prices rise more than the 

regional average because they see wholesale prices rise 

but do not receive allowance value. 

• Merchant plants are relevant in two contrasting ways

o Potential inadequate access to allowances?

o Potential windfall profits from grandfathering?

Grandfathering In Western States
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• Allowances are given to eligible generators based on 

electricity production on an updating basis

� Creates incentive for production

� Allocation may be targeted to technology categories

• Production incentive mitigates allowance cost pass-through 

to consumers

� “Compensation” is shared with consumers

• If adopted regionally, states with minimal fossil generation 

would not see retail prices rise more than average because 

the production incentive suppresses the wholesale price.

Updating output based allocation to generators is to 
provides incentives for operation and investment
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Comparison of Historic and Updating Allocation
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Historic Updating

Charge? Free Free*

Basis? Generation Generation

Eligible Units? Usually Emitters Various Options

For Activities? Past Current and Future

Affects Behavior? No Yes

*Not true of an auction



• Updated allocation to provide production incentive for 

existing natural gas (~5%) and new renewables (5%)

• EPA introduces eligibility threshold at 50% utilization 

factor, which may have unpredictable consequences

• Without that threshold, a much greater portion of 

allowances needs to go to updating allocation to 

achieve the production incentive (RFF modeling)

• Expanding eligibility to include all affected units (gas 

and coal) is almost equally potent and maintains 

symmetry among affected units (RFF modeling)

EPA’s Proposed Model Rule
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• Ongoing electricity bill rebates

• Allowance value is allocated via LDCs as electricity bill rebates

• Reduced bills provide relief to consumers, encourage 
consumption

� “Compensation” is shared with producers

• Lump-sum rebates

• Consumers receive allowance value in a manner that is 
divorced from consumption, such as an annual rebate 

• Allocation mitigates net consumers costs without encouraging 
consumption

• If adopted regionally, states with minimal fossil 
generation would see retail prices rise more than the 
regional average because LDCs would not receive 
equal allowance value. 

Or,… Allocation to Consumers
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• Allocation with consignment auction to fund:

o Demand-side energy efficiency programs in lieu of a system 

benefits charge (similar to RGGI)

o Investment in renewables

o Transmission upgrades

Allocation to Program Goals
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• Revenue raising auction?

o General revenues

o Tax reductions (BC)

o Other specific programs including disadvantaged communities or 

small power systems

• May have advantages for economic growth, but results 

in higher electricity prices

Allowance Value Can Leave Electricity Sector
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Examples

California CO2 (IOUs) 2013-2014

• Energy intensive firms (3%)

• Small business (7%)

• Residential customers through per-

customer-account dividends (58%) 

and volumetric rate reduction (32%)

SO2 Trading

• Grandfathering (with consignment)

NOX Budget Trading

• Grandfathering, Updating OBA & Auction

RGGI 2012-2014

• RE, EE (75%)

• Residential customers (13%)

• GHG abatement and admin (12%)

EU CO2 Trading (Phase 3)

• >50% climate and energy

• Industry assistance



• Electricity Producers

o Grandfathering output-based allocation (lump-sum)

o Updating output-based allocation (like a rate-based policy)

• Electricity Consumers

o LDCs receive allocation and pass value on to consumers via

� Electricity bill rebates

� Lump-sum rebates

• Program Goals or State

o Funding for energy efficiency, renewables, other programs

o Reduce other taxes

� Any combination of the above options is possible

Summary: Three Recipients of Allowance Allocation
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• Banking

o Avoids just-in-time compliance and price volatility

o Modeling finds lower prices in early years, favoring banking

• Consignment sales

o Avoid allocation that keeps allowances out of market.  

o SO2 consignment auction valuable for price discovery, liquidity

• Tracking Systems

o Expect EPA to provide support (software and/or administration) and 
possibly to offer plug-and-play system

o Other state options (RGGI, WCI) can define compliance groups

o Reporting is responsibility of regulated parties and is already 
required CFR Part 75. This data could be made available to states 
for enforcement.

o Timely updating calculations can be simply based on this data.

� Aim questions to EPA regional offices

Additional Considerations for Program Design
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Summary of Allocation Options
Allocation Summary

Producers

Grandfathering

In competitive regions, windfall profits for utility shareholders 

paid by consumers. Efficiency enhanced by elevated 

electricity prices.

In regulated regions, allowance value goes to rate base. 

Effect similar to updating output-based allocation.

Updating 

output-based

Rate relief for consumers, subsidy to in-state production. 

Efficiency discouraged by low electricity prices. Can provide 

targeted investments.

Consumers

Electricity bills
Rate relief for consumers, subsidy to in- and out-of-state 

production. Efficiency discouraged by low electricity prices.

Lump-sum
Net consumer costs mitigated. Efficiency enhanced by 

elevated electricity prices.

Programs or the

State

Flexibility to spend allowance value for any purpose, 

including EE, renewables, offset pre-existing taxes. Efficiency 

enhanced by elevated electricity prices. 20


